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*For the remainder of this analysis, responses are compiled from those that flew 2+ 
times to/from ILM in the past 12 months
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For our most frequent travelers (11+ times/yr) there was an increase in those in age 
groups 45-54 and 35-44, as well as a decrease in those 64+.
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There were 208 people total that were flying from ILM “today” that responded to this 
question.
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Some destinations were combined based on similarities.
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2-4 times (60%), 5-7 times (20%), 8-10 times (7%), 11+ times (13%)
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Top mentions were: Food Choices/restaurants/bars, Charging/Outlets, Coffee/Coffee 
Shop.  Followed by public lounges/seating areas.
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When adding together likely/extremely likely: Common Use of VIP Lounge (43%), 
Parking Valet (15%), Premium Covered Parking (32%), A Work/Quiet Zone (48%), A 
Kids’ Play Space (15%), Premium Wifi (59%)
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Those that flew 11+ times to/from ILM in the past 12 months selected a local business 
(62%) as the option they were most likely to patronize.
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Top Choice was grab & go followed by sit down restaurant.
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Breakfast may be a big opportunity area for ILM, especially since numerous morning 
flights have been added.  Those that traveled most frequently (11+ times to/from ILM 
in the past 12 months) selected breakfast (69%) as the meal they are most likely to 
purchase at an airport.
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Top choices included: Locally/regionally sourced and/or Farm to Table, Specialty Coffee 
& café items such as baked goods or sandwiches, Traditional “American” (burgers, 
pizzas, sandwiches, salads etc)  There was also some interest in a (local) brewpub.  
Those that travelled 11+ times to/from ILM in the past 12 months selected 
Locally/regionally sourced and/or Farm to Table (56%), Specialty Coffee & café items 
such as baked goods or sandwiches (42%), brewpub (34%) and Traditional “American” 
(burgers, pizzas, sandwiches, salads etc) (31%).
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Top places mentioned included: Chick-fil-a, Port City Java, Starbucks, and Local 
Restaurant (in general).  
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When combining extremely likely and likely: Electronics Shop/kiosk (22%), 
News/souvenirs/sundries shop or kiosk (59%), Coastal/Cape Fear inspired retail 
(49%), Specialty retail (flip flops/sunglasses/jewelry/makeup) (26%).  There was a 
decrease in likeliness to patronize retail for our most frequent travelers.
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Top responses were: Local (local art/local gifts/local store) and None/Don’t Need/Not 
Interested. These were followed by Books/Magazines. 
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When combining extremely likely & likely Yoga (10%), Massage/Spa (23%), Business 
Center (33%), Healthcare Services (11%).  Most categories had similar responses for 
those that traveled to/from ILM most frequently, except the likeliness of patronizing a 
business center which increased.
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When combining usually/always: rideshare/commercial transportation-Lyft/Uber (26%), 
taxi (5%), public transportation-bus (<1%), personal vehicle and park @ILM (55%), 
personal vehicle dropped off/picked-up (43%)
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Strongly agree & Agree combined = The parking supply is adequate at ILM (46%), I 
would be willing to park further away from the terminal if there was shuttle service to 
the terminal at ILM (59%), There is adequate curbside access for the arrival/departure 
curb at ILM (50%), The pedestrian walkways/crossings provide safe and convenient 
access to the terminal at ILM (74%), Proximity to the terminal is the most important 
factor for my choice of parking at ILM (64%), Cost is the most important factor for my 
choice of parking at ILM (58%)
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Respondents could click all that apply. Overall, respondents heard about the terminal 
expansion in a variety of ways.  Top choices included: social media, star news articles, 
tv news coverage, word of mouth, and signs on display at the airport. “Other” often 
included conversations with staff as well as seeing the expansion progress while at ILM. 
Our most frequent travelers heard about the expansion through signs on display at ILM, 
social media, word of mouth, StarNews articles, ILM’s website, ILM’s e-blasts, and the 
Greater Wilmington Business Journal.
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